The Einhell TC-TW 100 tool trolley is a sturdy and reliable partner for maintaining an overview in the workshop and keeping it tidy. With four load-bearing, rotating castors made of plastic and a push-handle, the tool trolley can be used right where the work needs to be done. Two parking brakes on the castors ensure that it stays securely exactly where the hobby DIY enthusiast wants it to be. The TC-TW 100 is fitted with four smooth-running drawers with an interlock system, and a storage compartment with flap cover, specially designed for machines. A tray with a mat is ideal for sensitive tools. The tool trolley from Einhell has a maximum load capacity of 75 kilograms.

**Features & Benefits**

- 4 smoothly running drawers with interlock system
- Storage compartment with flap for machines
- 4 swiveling rollers made of plastic, incl. 2 with parking brake
- Depot area with mat
- Push-handle

**Technical Data**

- Max. carrying capacity 75 kg
- Drawer type A 4 Pieces | 70 mm

**Logistic Data**

- Product weight 18.7 kg
- Gross weight single packaging 20.9 kg
- Dimensions single packaging 670 x 380 x 724 mm
- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces
- Gross weight export carton 20.9 kg
- Dimensions export carton 670 x 380 x 724 mm
- Container quantity (20”/40”/40”HC) 151 | 313 | 366